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Cohmhs, Ohio.-No halo was observed at this station 
and we h d  no report of i: in the file of the local papem- 
J. Wnwen Smith, Pm essor qf Meteomlo y. 

were received of the appemance of solar or lunar halos, 
for the most part inconspicuous, on or about the dates 
in question at  a number of places in the east,ern hnlf of 

[In rep1 to a circu ar letter sent by 3 rof. Smith to the 
Weat,her 5 ureau cooperative observers in Ohio, reports 

the's t a te .] 
FoTt Smith. Ark.-&. 1,. J. Gut.brie. Local Forecau- 

'ter, sends a drawing of a halo seen on bctober 31, con- 
sistinf of the circumzenithal arc and the two parhelia 
of 46 . . I . , L- ' 3 5; ,[-i 
THE DIFFERENT FOMS OF HALOS AND THEIR 

OBSERVATION.' 

By LOUIS BESSON, Observatoire de Monkouris. 

[Translated by Cleveland Abbe, Jr., May-June, 1814.1 

INTRODUCTION. 

Halos are optical meteors roduced by t,he light of the 

They consist of curves or of luminous foci, either white 
or tmted with primlatic c,olors. The remarkable bril- 
liancy the may attain, the estreme variety of their 

appear!nce, make t,heir observance and study most 
interesting. For these reasons numbers of astrono- 
mers and physicists have aid particular attention to 
them a t  different times. &e owe memorable descrip- 
tions of halos to Hevelius. Tycho Brabe observed 
them carefully at Uraniabor f i fo r  16 years. Among the 
chief we may mention Huy em, Mariotte, Fraunhofer, 
Young, Venturi, Galle, as aving studied this class of 
phenomena and laborecl more or less successfully to 
establish a theory of them. The theoy  was, however, 
still uit,e imperfect when Bravais took i t  up toward the 

so far perfected and complet.etl t.he thenrv that he seemed 
to have indeed succeeded in ui t.e sat.isfactorily esplain- 

f n  fact, even today t3he theory cn.nnot be re arded as 

large number of t,he fornis, because esisting observa- 
tions are generally f a r  too few and t'oo inesact to fur- 
nish a satisfactory check on the results of computation. 
This is why ihe Austrian hysicist Pernt.er, in his recent 
treatise on meteorologicaf optics, could plausibly reject 
the Bravds theory relating to three kinds of tangent 
arcs of the 46O-hal0, and substitube another theory 
which ives them quite diflerent forms. 

rare halos which have been observed but once or twice 
and remain wholly enigmatical. Not only is their 
ex lanation still imperfect,, but it will be a long time 
be P ore we shall have n complete list of their forms. We 
still have rather frequent reports of conibinntions a.nd 
forms that have never been reported duiin the centuries 

known forms still await observat,ion. 
Halos will, therefore, Ion offer a fertile field of investi- 

order that a larger number of pei.sons may turn to this 

siin or of the moon, in cloucs P composed of ice crystals. 

forms, anc 9 the somewhat fantastic character of their 

midd 9 e of the last, century. I n  a niasterlF nienioir he 

in all the known forms of ha '1 1)s. 

other than a more or less probable hypothesis P or a very 

On t a e other hand, there is a whole class of estremely 

that have past, and i t  may be supposed t B at many un- 

gation. Observers should % e made nware of this fact in 

___ 
1 Beason, Lad% Lea difT6rentea formes de halos et lenr observation. E i i ~ l t  du Bul- 

letin de la SOciBt.4 astmmomique de France (mars, avrU et mai 1811). Also published 
mpsratsly Psris. [lOll?J 23p..#)flp. 8 5  

field of study. In fact our knowledge of halos can not 
adva.nce a t  all rapidl unless numerous persons located 

life, can see more than a fraction of the tota 7 possible 
forms of halos. The well-known French meteorolo 
Renou watchecl ceaselessly for halos during more t rt an 
hnlf a century, nevertheless he never saw the oblique 
arcs of the anthelion, nor the halo of Hevelius, nor the 
paranthelia of 90°, not to mention many another rarer 
phenomenon. 

From time to time every assiduous observer will find 
his pains rewarded by his being the first to make some 
angular measurement or some important discovery; but 
he will never be able to elucidate more than a portion of 
the subject by nieans of his own unaided observa.tions. 
On the other hand, if there are numerous observers in 
each country pa ing intelligent heed to the halos occur- 
ring, there can <e no doubt that in a few years many 
uncertainties and ga s will disappear from the theory of 
these phenomena. fndeed many of their forms, though 
extremely rare at  any given place, probably occur often 
enough at  one place or another upon the earth. * * * 

ub- 
lished in scientific works are quite inadequate, bot! as 
regards quantity and quality. The niajority of them 
are quite devoid of interest since they pertain to pheno- 
mena which the obsewer thought extraordinary, but 
were rea.lly nothing other than more or less brilliant 
manifestations of known phenomena.. Sometimes there 
are among the described forms, curves whose form is not 
vet well defined or that appear to be new ones. Un- 
fortunately the descriptions of those ortions of the 

confidence in the observer's other descriptions. 
Often 

indeed, he is skilled in the most delicate measurements of 
If his observation is bad or 

Ea.s not the value t,hn.t should attach to it, the reason is 
that, he wns not familiar with this very special class of 
phenomenn. One observes but poorly tha.t with which 
one is unacquainted. 

Here as in everything else, if one is to do useful work 
in studying halos it is indispensable that one shall be well 
ac uainted with them and racticed in o b s e g - t h e m .  

observer for some little time, it is not easy'to acquire 
this prac.tica.1 knowledge. True, various works on 
nieteorolo y or on eneral physics present more or less 

exposition of their theory. None of these sourcea, 

oints on t Tl e globe shall observe them. No 
individua F observer, however vigilant throu hout his 

As n matter of fact, the observations on halos 

phenomenon whose identit is undoubte : almost always 
reveal such ina.ccuracies t i at they greatly weaken our 

In  most cases the observer is a man of science. 

hysics or of astronomy. 

Uness 1 one may profit by f essons from an 

complete F ists of ha B o forms, and a more or less detailed 

perienced 

of eisons disposed to undertake observations and should 
in K icate to those already engaged points to which they 
should particularly direct their attention. , 

What are. halos? 

We shall now pass in review the various known forms 
of halos, beginmng with those of most frequent occur- 
rence and the easiest to perceive. 
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In the h t  place, it is necessary to clearly distinguish 
between hdos and the diffraction coronaa. that are 
frequently seen about the moon. The latter may be 
recognized by the fact that they are in direct contact 
with the luminary while in the case of a halo the colored 
ring is separated from the luminary by a relatively dtwk 
space whose radius is very rarely less than 22'. 

ORDINARY HALO OF 22'. 

The halo of 22' is the commonest of all forms (a, fig. 1). 
At Paris this halo may be seen about the sun on an 
average of 130 days per annum, to which must be added 
a t  least 40 lunar halos of the same class. When the 
luminary is high in the sky the halo is often perfect, 

Z e n i t h  

This halo furnishes material for interesting statistics. 
First with reference to the annual variation in its fre- 
quency. The latter resen& a marked maximum in 

ma, &beria, Japan, f e w  York, and over the North At- 
lantic Ocean. On the other hand at Melbourne the 
largeat number of halos is observed in November and 
December. It would be desirable to extend this research 
to other portions of the globe, particularly to the South- 
ern Hermsphere and the Equatorial re 'om. 

Equal interest attaches to the stu f y of the annual 
variation in the relation of halo frequency to the fre- 
quency of cirrus or cirro-stratus, a relation that would 
measure the aptitude of these clouds to roduce the halo. 
So far this relation has been determined P or Paris (2) only, 

sprin in France, En f and, Scandinavia, Germany, Rus- 

Zenith 

extensive frag- 

inexperienced observer 

when the sky is 
it for the h t  time. 

covered with a trausparent cirro-stratus veil. The obser- 
ver, supplied with smoked glasses, places himself so that 
the sun and its immediate vicinity IS hidden by a corner 
of a roof or some other screening object. Thus shielded 
from the blinding light, he exammes the sk at a distance 

there a circle, or rather a luminous ring having the 
luminary at its center. This rin is colored like the 

inner margin, the only one that is sharply defined, one 
may distin sh the red, to which succeed outward 
orange, e g ,  sometimes green, and &ally a slightly 
violebw6te tint which may extend out several degrees 
from the inner margin adually fading away. When the 

a whitish ring with a reddish tinge along ita inner mar in. 
This is almost alwa 

The halo of 22' presenh little of interest in optics, but 
its observation forms the best of reparation for that of 

observing it even when it is only present in ita most rudi- 
mentary forms. When he has grown familiar with the 
phenomenon he will h d  that most of the detached cirri 
which paas at a favorable distance from the sun, form 
more or lees distinct fragments of this halo. 

of 22' from the sun. He is quite likey f to perceive 

rainbow, but the colors are muc % less pure. At the 

phenomenon is less bn %l ant one sees scarcely more than 

the case with the lunar haos. 7 
Within the ring the s r y is relatively dark. 

the other forms of halos. The o t server should practice 

FIO. 2 -Pax ective view of the sky showing the observer (0). his horizon aud his 
meridian (8  8 zenith n). the parIhIc circle (m): ordinar &thelia of'laOo - 
the parsnthelion of 9do (4); the oblique arcs of the anthedon (r, r'); aud the an%! 
lion (n). 

where there is a very pronounced maximum [0.48] in 
April and a much weaker one [0.32] in October. 

Finally it may be pointed out that in certain regions 
of the globe, the annual number of days with halo seems 
to show a variation that is either parallel with or. in- 
versely as the variation in sun spots. In  other regons 
no relation has been found between the two phenomena 
(3). It is uilfortuiiate that existing series of good obser- 
vations on halos are too few and too short to permit us 
to verify or to determine as precisely as is desirable this 
interesting result. 

ORDINARY PARHELIA OF 22'. ' 

Parhelia are luminous spota appearin to the right 
and left of the sun and a t  the same altitu f e as the latter. 
(Fig. 1, e, e', g, g'.) When they are produced by the 
moon they are called armelma. Their distance from 
the luminary, measureBa1ong an arc of a great circle, is 
22' when on the horizon and increases steadily with the 
altitude of the source of light. Consequently if the ordi- 
nary halo of 22' is also vlsible the parhelia are located 
on its circiimference when the sun rises or sets, and they 
stand farther and farther without the halo as the sun 
approaches the zenith. The halo and the arhelia are 

reached an aftitude of 2 5 O  or 30". (See fig. 1, e and e'.) 
The colors of parhelia are more distinct and purer than 

are those of halos. The are arranged in the same order 

h e  parhelia it is followed by 8 violet-hged white, then 

distinctly se arated, however, only after t i e  Y sun has 

as in the latter. The b i! ue is often very pronounced. in 
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by a pure white formin a horizontal band which may 
attain a len th  of 20'. %us latter is the tail of-the par- 

When the parhelia are leas brilliant they generally 
assume the appearance of rounded spota somewhat larger 
than the sun, whitish in color with a more or less reddsh 
tinge on the side toward the sun and greenish on the 
op osite side. 

h e n  near the horizon the parhelia are frequently 
elongated vertically. When thus distorted they have 
some times been compared to fragmenta of a rainbow. 
One may then be uncertain whether he has to do with a 
parhelion or with a limited arc of the halo of 22'. To 
ascertain this it is necessary to observe whether the 
luminous arc shifta with the cloud which causes it, so 
as to form successively different portions of the halo, 
or whether it remains fixed a t  the altitude of the sun. 
I n  the latter case only, must the phenomenon be classed 
as a arhelion. 

d e n  the sun is high the parhelia sometimes take on 
a hooked form, the parhelion on the right then has a 
shape erfectly comparable with that of the acute 
accent F) and the left-hand one is like the gave  accent. 
The appearance of the arcs of Lowitz (see below) should 
then be watched for. 

Theoretically the brilliancy of the parhelia should di- 
minish, other things being e ual, as the sun's altitude 

amounts to 60'. As a matter of fact, the parhelia dis- 
s p  ear some time before this when the solar altitude is 

determine as accurately as possible the htude a t  which 
the arhelia disappear. 

d t h  regard to the solar distance of the parhelia, theo- 
retical re uirements seem to be wholly v e d e d  by obser- 

sun below 40'. Above that altitude we have but few 
determinations, and they are in poor agreement with the 
calculated distances. Thus measurements for solar 
altitudes over 40' would have a very real interest. 

At Paris the average annual frequency of parhelia is 
35 days. They are generally of shorter duration than the 
halos. Generally the flare up momentarily, as does a 
fire into which one drows a quantity of some inflam- 
mable substance. They are not always accompanied by 
the ordinary halo. Frequently but one of them is seen, 
or they ma ap ear on1 in succession. 

They aresess frequent! formed by a continuous, homo- 
geneous cirro-stratus ve than by isolated tufts or milky 
patches of cirrus. Sometimes they momentarily reveal 
small clouds invisible before they reached the positicn 
of the parhehon and again become invisible as soon as 
they move away from it. The ice-formed portions of the 
cumulo-nimbus, known as "false cirrus," are very favor- 
able for the production of arhelia. 

the name given to luminous arcs which arise a t  the par- 
helia and are directed obliquely downward toward the 
halo of 22' (fig. 1,f andf'). Barely two observations of 
this phenomenon are known, and it must be very care- 
fully described if one should observe it. Note carefully 
the direction of curvature and the exact position of the 
point of contact with the halo. 

Tangend arcs ofthe Mo of 22'. 

The halo of 22' may be touched a t  its highest and its 
lowest points by luminous curves called, respectively the 
u er tang& arc and tiu lower tangend arc of the d o  of # (sg. 1, c and a). 

helion (see d g. 17). 

(See fig. 1, f andf'.) 

increases, and becomes who 7l y zero when the latter 

50 I? or51'. Theobserver shouid not fail,u on occasion,to 

vational 3 eterminationa a t  any rate for altitudes of the 

sp. 

Oblique arcs of L&.- 5 he oblique arcs of Lowitz is 

The form of these tangent arcs varies greatly, according 
to the altitude of the sun. When the sun has reached 40 
or 42', the two arcs, reviously distinct, fuse into a 

elliptic Ado (figs. 9, 10, 18, 20). 'lliis curve departs 
greatly from an ellipse a t  first, but approaches it more 
and more closely as the suds  altitude mcreases. Simul- 
taneously, the interval separating it from the ordinary 
halo progressively shrinks, and the two curves finally 
merge into one. 

The successive forms assumed by these tangent arcs 
are presented in figures 3 to 10, which are for solar alti- 
tudes ranging from 5' to 55". 

Of course the lower tangent arc is not observable when 
the sun is lower than 92' unless indeed one is observing 
from a mountain peak or a balloon whence the eye looks 
into iceclouds lying below the horizon. 

The formation of a tangent arc is receded by an in- 
creased brilliancy of the ordinary h af o a t  its upper and 
lower points. At the same time the upper portion of the 
halo assumes a flattened aspect. Then i t  is time to look 
for the a earance of the tangent arc, which is not clearly 
detachecffrom the halo for some distance from the point 
of tangency because of the width of the two curves. 

Sometimes a small colored arc a pears a t  a point 22' 

an a preciable curvature and may even appear as a 

gent arc. It is to be recorded as the up er or the lower 

and the circumscribed halos are 

ures 10 and 20 (c and d), the observer sometimes ascribes 
the circular form to the circumscribed halo while describ- 
ing the ordinary halo as a vertically elongated ellipse. 
At other times one believes there are two circles inter- 
secting above and below, as in the sketches forming fi 
urea 18 and 30. To be warned of these illusions is s d- - 
cient to avoid them. 

When, in addition to the ordinary halo, or the arhelia, 

sun, the first thought will be of an ordinary tangent arc. 
If one compares the observed phenomenon with that one 
of the forms shown in figures 3 to 10 that corresponds 
most nearly to the appropriate solar altitude, the agree- 
ment will almost always be found to be satisfactory. In  
spite of the comple-xity of their changing forms these tan- 

ent arcs of the halo of 2 2 O  are among the phenomena 
for which theory is the most certain. Angular measure- 
men ts, however, may reveal some anomalies due to acces- 
sory causes; for esample, to oscillations of the ice crys- 
tals. It may also happen that other rarer phenomena 
occur in combination with the usual forms. (SeeEz- 
tmndina tangential arcs.) 

the tangent mcs of the halo of 22' shows a maximum 
in the Spring and n second less pronounced maximum in 
the Autumn. At Paris the best opportunity for observ- 
ing them is at solar nltitudes between 30' and 40°, 
where their average frequency of occurrence is 10 days 
per annum. 

closed curve that is c &R ed the C%Tcum&bed ;halo or the 

above (fig. 17) or below the sun. f t is too short to have 

simp P e luminous spot. It is an incipient form of the tan- 

vertical parhelim of 22' or as the upper or t w e lower summit 

simultaneously visib f e in their entirety, as shown in jig- 

of the halo of22". 
When the ordina 

there is yet another phenomenon a t  or about 22' !i rom the 

In the 7 emperate Zone the frequency of occurrence of 

HALO OF 46'. 

The halo of 46' is a colored circle having the sun a t  its 
center, and resembles the ordinary halo exce t that it 

k two-thirds of the'casea only the superior portion is 
visible. Its average frequency a t  Paris is 8 days per 

has almost double the radius and is of lesser i rilliancy. 
(F 1, b, 6) .  
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annum. When the 22' halo attains a lively brilliancy 
there is a proximately one chance in three that the halo 
of 46' wdalso  appar .  

Theoretically, t e radius of this great halo is 45O 44' 
for the yellow- een color. Measurements carried out 

radius; but the observed v ues always show differences 
among themselves, so that the queation arises whether 
the magnitude measured is truly invariable or whether 
one is not here dealing with two phenomena of slightly 
different radii. This is a question demanding further 
investigation. 

s at Montsouris 0 T servatory 've a slightly different mean 

CIRCWMZENITEAL ARC. 

Sometimes one see? a colored arc above the sun and 
46O, or a little more, &s!ant from it. This arc may attain 
a lively brilliancy and it then presents all the spectrum 

formed, RS are parhelia, in dense cirrus or in detached 
tufts of false cirrus. It 
cirriform front or rear On 
account of its great 
sometimes seen in the icy alto-stratus whose o acity 

itself. 
According to Bravais's theory the angular solar dis- 

tance of this arc varies with the altitude of the luminary. 
When the sun stands at  22' 08' the solar distance e uals 
the radius of the great halo (45O 44'), and it departsqrom 
this value by less than 1' so long as the suns altitude 
lies between 17' and 27'; but when the sun is above 27' 
or below 17' the solar distance of the circuzenithal arc 
increases rapidly. It amounts to 57' 48' when the sun 
is n t  the hoiizon or at  32O 12' and can not form when the 
sun stands higher than the latter position. 

does not permit one to ascertain the position of t E e sun 

F I ~  3-T ent arcs of FIG. A-Taugcmt arcs (c d) of FIG 5-Taugent arcs (c d FIG. 6 -Taugent W S  (C d) FIG. 7.-Twent W S  (C. d 
W-halo (a) lor sola; altl- oiZ$-halo (a) lor solar & t i  o l a i o - ~ o  (a) for s o h  hti- 01 22O-halo (a) for solar alti 

tude 25'. 
2 i ~ ~ o  s~lar alti- 
tude 5'. tude 11'. tude 15'. tude 20'. 

no. 8.-T-t w (c, d) Of 22*-hal0 
(a) for salar altitude 28.. 

FIG. 9.4ircurnscribed halo (c-d) of the 
Z2°-ha10 (a) for solar altitude 40'. 

Wo. lO--Cireamscribed halo of 
the ZZo-halo (a) for solar 6ltL 
tude b5*. 

colors in great purity. This arc is horizontal, that is to 
say, it forms art of a circumference whose center would 
be the zenitf (fig. 1, h; fig. 11, a); but one rarely 
sees more than a fourth or at the most a third of the 
circle. 

Usually the circumzenithal arc does not long reniain 
visible, five minutes on the average. Thus there is little 
chance of seeing it unless attentively searched for when 
the circumstances are favorable. It a pears only when 

the sun is near ZOO. Out of 10 circumzenithal arcs 6 
were observed during solar altitudes between 15' 
and 25'. 

There is an intinlate relation between this henomenon 

duced a parhelion, afterwards passes to 46' above the sun 
the circumzenithal arc rarely fails to ap ear, of course, 
provided the solar altitude is favorable. !&us arc is often 

the sun's altitude is less than 31°, an B especially when 

and that of the parhelia. When a cloud t E at has pro- 

Numerous recent published observations seem to 
definitely establish this theory, contrary to the opinion 
of Pernter, who, in his ' 'Meteorologische Optik, " rejected 
the same on a. priori grounds. 

the number of 

exceeding 27O, where we have very few observations of 
this arc. 

It is rtwe that the halo of 46' and the circumzenithal 
arc appear siniulta.neously; when. this does occur i t  is 
always at  solar altitudes a.pproximat,ing 22O. At this 
time the two curves are tan ent to each other, therefore 

arc oj-the 46"-ha,lo. But it is not impossible t at  on some 
dny the arc and the halo should a.ppear simultpeously 
for a solar altitude such that they shall be ddinctly 
separated. Such an observation would be extremely 
interesting [and was actually made by the author on 

It is, however, dearable to multipl 
verificstions of the theory, especially 9 or solaPa1titudes 

x the circumzenithal arc is a f so called the u. per tangent 
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December 21, 1910, at Pans when he succeeded in 
photographing the whole phenomenon (3a)l. 

When one observes an arc at about 46" above h e  sun, 
one should a t  once note the direction of its convexity, 
whether toward the zenith or toward the sun. Only when 
the arc is convex toward the sun may it be recorded as 
the circumzenithal arc. 

If the arc is too short or too diffuse to show an ap re- 
ciable curvature one will record it as the summit dthe 
halo of 46" or as the vercicul parhelion of 46". When the 
arc is distinctly concave toward the sun it is generall 

up er bitangent arc. 
!kern's arc.--L'Kernf arc' is the name iven to an 

arc (Sg. 11, h') situated on the same celesti 9 parallel as 
the circumzenithal arc (fig. 11, W), but on the'opposite 

considered, ipso facto, as belongin to the halo of 46 B . 
There are cases, however, where t % e arc might be the 

ee U per hitungent are, p. 441.) 

2 

FIB. 11.-Halo of 46' (b). with the circumdthal arc 
(h) and K m ' s  arc (h') about the zenith (2). 

side of the zenith (fig. 11 2). But one observation of 
this arc is known, viz, that by H. F. A. Kern (4) a t  Lenon, 
Netherlands, in 1895. 

It is here convenient to mention certain observatiocs 
of abnormal circumzenithal arcs that formed a complete 
circle about the zenith. 

CIRCUMHORIZONTAL ARC. 

The circumhorizontal arc is a colxed arc which like 
the circumzenithal arc is parallel to the horizon a t  a solar 
distance of 46" i)r a little more, but it lies below the sun 
instead of above it. It is also called the lower tangent arc 
o j  the halo o j  46". Theoretically this arc can be formed 
only for solar altitudes exceeding 55". Conseqiiently it 
mav not be observed a t  Paris except between May 11 
and August 1, but a t  latitudes within So of the Equator 
it is possible to see it on any day t )ward nom. 

So far only three ar four observations of this arc are 
known. It 18 desired to  bring this hemmenon to the 
attention of obaervers in low latitu 1 es as they are the 

most favorably situated for itt3 ohervation. The stmos- 
heric conditions favoring the formation of the circum- 

Rorizontal arc are theoretically the same aS those for the 
circumzenithal arc and the parhelia, but in the actual 
case the latter can not serve as precursory signs because 
they are impossible at the great solar altitudes needed to 
show the circumhorizontal arc. 

Very probabl the theory for this arc as proposed by 

fied. The best verification would be to measure the solar 
distance of the arc under different altitudes of the sun. 
Theoretically this interval is not exactly equal to the 
radius of the great halo except for the solar altitude of 
6s". If the sun de arts in either direction from this 

arc increases, at first slowly so that it is less than 1" at 
altitudes between 68" and 63" or 73", then more and more 
rapidly as the sun approaches altitudes of 58" or the 
zenith. 

Sometimes one observes a luminous s ot or a short arc 
of insensible curvature a t  about 46" be P ow the sun. At 
such times it is generally im ossible to dehitely assign 
this appearance to either t% e great halo, the circum- 
horizontal arc, 3r the lower bitangent arc (see in+ 
lutmal tangent urcg), it should then be recorded as the 
lower summit of the halo of 4.6" or the lower vertical par- 
helion of 46". 

INFRALATERAL TANGENT ARCS OF THE HALO OF 46O. 

Bravais is exac t9 y correct, but so far it has not been veri- 

altitude then the so P ar distance of the circumhorizontal 

Cdored arcs situated symmetrically either side of and 
46" distant from the sun toward which the are convex, 

I,!). They rest upon the horizon as though rtiom of 
rambows. When the halo of 46" is sm$&teoudy 
visible they are tali ent to it (fig. 20, i). The following 

according to Bravais's theory, which is also the o u t  of 
maximum brilliancy. This position may be de&ed by 
the central angle a, measured on the clrcle of 46O, be- 
tween the lawest point of the circ.le and the point of 
tangency of the one or the other :If  the infralateral arcs 

are called injralahral tangent a m  oj the ha 5 of 4.8" (Q. 

small table sham t f e position of the point of tangency 

(fig. 12). 

Positions of points of taiigeny of hfraluterul arcs of tk h l o  of 46'. 

Solar altitude.. ........................... 
a ......................................... 

Recently Pernter has put forward a new ex lanation 

Bravais's theory takes into account the observed charac- 
teristics. In order to decide the question with certi- 
tude it wauld be necessary to measure, for various solar 
altitudes, both the altitude of the point 3f tangency to 
the i6O-halo and also as accurately as possible the azi- 
muth of that point or of the brightest point of the arc 
when the halo IS absent. The resulting values should be 
compared with those iven in the above table. Pernter's 

quite different values for cy. 
If a theodolite is availab!.e and one has sufEciei?t time, 

he should meusure the coordinates of several pomk on 
the infralateral arc, thus secunng a yet more complete 
verification. At present we have but one angular mea+ 
urement (5) relating to these arcs and that measurement 
conforms to Bravais's theory. 

for these arcs, that seems to be inadmissibe, P while 

theory of these infra % teral tangent arcs would lead to 
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The best chances for observing the infralateral tan ent 

e halo of 46' occur when there is a br&t 
dbphy - Of o Y the tangent arcs of the halo of 22'. The two 
phenomena are closely related, but the former iS much 
rarer than the latter. 

Lower bitangent arc.-Theov says that when the sun 
has reached an altitude of 60 the two infralateral arcs 
unite to form a single curve which Bravaia calls the Zower 
biiangent arc. As the sun ascends above 60' this curve 

FIo. 12-E& ol46 ) .nd the Mkd *mt SreS (1) of that M O ;  ShOWfng the 
positioll (a) of the pomt of tangency on "b." 

steadily approaches the halo of 46' and when the altitude 
of 88O has been attained i t  becomes sensibly identical 
with the lower third of the halo. As the sun mounts yet Yer this curve separates exteriorly from the great 
h o SB an arc of a concentric circle tangent to the 
circumhorizontal arc. 

It 
could be observed onl from points below latitude 53' and 

the equatorial regions; an interesting tReoretica1 pre- 
diction. 

This lower bitangent arc has never been observed. 

the best chances for o i!l serving. nnd verifyinu it would be in 

of another 7 uminous curve, also doubly tangent to the 

WPER BITANGENT ARC. 

His theo led Bravais further to foresee the possibility 

This curve is the upper halo of 46' but on its upper side. 

Fro. 18.4upralateral tangent arcs (1') of the MO-halo @). 

bitangent arc. It is very difficult to distinguish this from 
the halo of 46', from which it is but slightly separated. 
It had not been re orted by any observer until September 

characteristic a manner (6) that its actual existence seeiiis 
to be incontestibly established. 

When the sun is low the summit of this arc is normally 
too faintly luminous to be perceptible; it then consists of 
two s etrical arcs laterally tangent to the halo of 46'. 
(See p.) Bravais calls them the supralateral tangent 
atw. f the sun's altitude increases the two points of 
tangency a proach the summit of the great halo and the 
Union of & e two arca becomes increasingly evident. 
When the sun reaches an altitude of 22' the point of 

26, 1910, but on t fl at date was manifested a t  Paris in so 

-1- 

tangency is exactly in the sun's vertical and the arc be- 
comes sensibly identical with the upger portion of the 
halo. When the sun ascends from 22 to 32', the latter 
altitude being the up er limit for the phenomenon to 
form, the arc adua s y eeparatea from the halo while 

Theoretically, if the enerating ice crystals continue in. 
perfect equilibnum the 5 itangent arc ought to be tangent 
a t  its culminant point to the circumsenithal arc supposed 
to be simultaneously visible. In reality, however, the 
ice crystals are always in oscillation which results in dis- 
placing the two curves so that they no longer remain ex- 
actly tangent but ma mutually intersect. Figurea 14, 

preserving the P orin of an arc concentric with it. 

15, and 16 show such 9 orms observed September 26,1910. 

Froa. 14,15,16.-Forms of the up w bitangent arc (1'1) of the 46*-hslo, In annbinMonm 
with &e CircumCpmithal arc (h). 

Figure 14 shows much analogy with an old observation bp 
Beckerstedt in 1763 (see fi 17) and cited by Bravms 
in support of his theory. 9% e halo of 46' would not be 
able to produce such forms ns these figures show; they 
are characteristic of the upper bitangent arc but seem to 
be of very rare occurrence. 

Sometimes when the sun is low, one may see h u l -  
taneously with the tangent arc of the 22' halo, an arc having 
a proximately the form of a fragment of the 46O-circle. 
&e coloi~~ of this arc are purer than those of the halo and 

. -  ' '' 
' 7  '\ ', 

Fro. l?.-Halo observed by Beckerstsdt In 1763. 

the masimum brilliancy is not a t  the summit but at a 
certain distance to the right or the left. Probably this is 
a suprnlnteral arc occurring either alone or superposed 
upon the halo of 46'. One should determine whether 
the point of maximum brilliancy is a t  the theoretical point 
of tangency for the two curves. It would be still better 
to measure, if possible, the solar distance of the inferior 
extremity of the luminous curve. If the phenomenon is 
indeed a supralateral arc and of sufficient le 
solar distance ought to prove noticeably more t an 46'. 

On the other hand, when the sun is higher than 22', and 
a1wa.p sim.ultaneously with the tangent arc8 of 2201 it some- 
tinies happens that a t  about 46' above the lummary one 
may see an arc having the pure colors of the circum- 

TthP the 
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Eanithal arc but with descending branches. 
this also is the up er bitangent arc. To prove ik wit 

the solar distance of the arc which in this case is readil 
done by simply measuring its altitude in the sun’s verticat 
If the sun is at least 28’ high even a rather rough deter- 
mination ought to show a solar distance clearly greater 
than 46O. 

probabli 
certainty one sho up d, as in the preceding case, measure 

PARHELIA OF 40O. 

There have been a number of observations of colored 
parhelia analogous to the ordinary parhelia of 22O but - 

2 

Fro. 18.--Halo obaaped by Bchuit, showing halo of 22’ (a) its cirrmmwribed halo (od) 
the dinu parMia (e. e‘), the parhelic circle (m), thd ordinary aranthells of 120: {g, two &a d the oblique arca of the anthelion (s, s’; r, r‘), anc?what are perhaps 

initelatael tangent arc3 of the Ue-ha10 (i?). 

located on the halo of 46’ or, in its absence, a t  a solar dis- 
ta.nce approximately equal to the radius of that halo and 
a t  the same altitude as the luminary. (Fig. 1, f g’.) This 
is one of the rarest of phenomena. Two exp anntions of 
it have been offered leading to quite different consequent 
solar distances and limiting altitudes a t  which it can take 
place. The limitin solar altitude H, in the one case (a) 

solar distance, D, of the arhelion measured on an arc of a 

according to the one hypothesis or the other aa shown by 
the following table: 

Solar diataneu 4f thc parhelion of 46”. 

18 3 2 O  12’, and in t E e other case (6) 60° 45’. As for the 

great circle, it varies wit E the altitude, H, of the lunlinary 
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So far we have but one measurement (7) of the solar 
distance of the arholion of 46’, which was made at the 
solar altitude o f 3’. This measurement is much more 
favorable to hypothesis (a) than to hypothesis (6). 

PARHELIO OIRCLE. 

assing throu h 
the sun and parallel to the horizon. (&e f .  1, m; d g. 
18, m.) Its appearance is often preceeded an announced 
b the formation of the white parhelic tails. (See@. 17.) 
d e s e  tails lengthen, finally, in such a manner as to make 
a more or less complete circuit of the sky. As they 
thomselves may attmn a length of 20’ there is no occa- 
sion to record the occurrence of a parhelic circle unless 
the white train starting at the arhelion exceeds this 

eztk4zd.s tou?ad the sun it can not be other than the ar- 

accom anyii!g arhelia, since the latter do not appear 

sit of the parhelic circle increases with the altitude. 
h e  white band that forms the parhelic circle some- 

times has a reddish border that should be recorded if it 
is observed. 

The parhelic circle often develops very suddenlg and 
its circumference may show knots of white light, t ough 
they are sometimes of very brief duration. They must 
be carefully watched for, as these diffuse images of the 
sun sometimes resent the anthelion and the paranthelia. 
(See figs. 2 and) 18.) When the moon is the luminary, 
these henomena are called th? paraselenic circle [para- 
selonmf, mtiselene, and parantlselena, respectiveiy. 

Anthelion and the oblique arcs of tibe ani%elivn. 

The parhelic circle is a white circle 

linlit. But, however short the w 1 ite train may be if i t  

hdic circle. Further, the circle may develop wi t% out 

for so P ar altitu B ea above 51°, while the luminous inten- 

The anthelion is a rounded luminous s ot  situated at 

iridescent or surrounded by colored rings. (See fig. 2, n.) 
It should not be confounded with the antisolar corona 

or glory of the aeronaut, often observed from moun- 
tain summits or a balloon, located precisely op osite t? 

nar through the eye of the observer. 
Arthermore, the name “anthelion” should not be 

applied to twilight-like glows appearing at a point on the 
horizon opposite the point of sunrise or sunset. 

The t o r i  anf7wZi.on should be reserved for those Zumi- 
nous images that form. at the point opposite the sun and at 
the same altitudp. 

Obliqwe arcs of the anthtlion. -The anthelion may 
alpear when the parhelic circle is absent. Sometimes 
t II e anthelion is traversed by ascending white intersect- 
iiig arcs called th.e ob2,ipii.e wcs of the anthelion,. (See fig. 
2 ,  T ,  T’.) This is a very rare phenomenon and its theory 
is still uito uncertain. These arcs may apparently be 
classifie a according to their inclination, into two different 
kinds both of which may occur simultaneously, 88 in 

180° from the sun, usually pure white, g ut it may be 

and in the prolongation of a straight fine from t i e lum- 

Schult’s roduced in figure 18. Some- 
until they recross in the 

same occasion. (See fig. 
IS, T and T’ . )  

When these arcs are observed one should measure, or 
estimate if there is no instrument available, their angular 
inclination. Their course on the celestial sphere should 
also be deteimined as exactly aa possible, as should be 
their second point of intersection if they have one. 
Observe their width, whether it is uniform or increases 
with the distance from the anthelion. 
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The oblique arcs ma appear without a siniultaneous 

sun a t  their point of intersection. They have sonie- 
times shown iridescence also. 

anthelion strictly so-ca f led, I. e., a rounded imnge of t.he 

Paranthelicc. 

The so-called ordinttry paranthelia of 120' nppear 
at  an azimuth of 130° on eit.her side the sun. The are 
mutually 130' apart and 60° froin the ant.helion. $hey 
have always appeared RS wholly white. (See fig. 1S,.p> 

located a t  practicitlly lrght angles to the sun. ($;.": 
g'.) Is their azimuthal distance from t.he sun esact,ly 
90'1 Is this distance slightly different from 90° but. 
constant for all solar altitudes, or does it vary with t,he 
latter 1 Lack of precise nieasurements does not, perinit 
of exact answers to these questions. 

Still other psranthelia mny appear nt differelit and 
equally uncertain points on the horizontal sni:ill circle 
passing through the sun. A notable location is n t  about 
40' frcin the anthelion. 

Soinetiiiies parantlielja, also whitme, q p e a r  at  

LIQHT PILLARS AND CROSSES. 

A light pillar is a train of light extending vert,icatlly 
above the sun or moon, nud it niuy also be prolonged 
beneath the luininnry. In widt.h these pilln.rs differ but 
little from t,he diameter of the lumiilary; t.heir length 
is very variable, sometimes being less than a degree and 
%gain amounting to 30 or 40 degrees. (Sec fig. 1, u, u'.) 

The Zight pillur must not be confused wit,h the luminous 
rays that sonietiiiies seem to escn.pe from the edges of t.he 
lower clouds when these hide the sun. Such rays diverge 
from the sun in all directions mid are vertical hut by 
accident, while the light pillar is aiid remains always 
vertical. It is also not to be confused with the rosy 
twilight bands that radiate froni the setting sun and 
sometimes traverge the whole sk apparently reconverg- 
ing a t  the o posite horizon. a m o s t  alwrt s there are 
several such \ ands at  the sa.me time, and t 3: ey also are 

pillurs of the Jirst class or 
orizon after sunset; and Zight 

I! 
'Uam of the second c h s  or those that a pear above or 

c n e a t h  the luminary while it is above t e horizon. 
&osses.-Solar or lunar crosses consist of two trains 

of light, the one vertical and the other horizontal, inter- 
secting at  the sun or moon respectively. The horizoiiOa1 
arm is usually inte; reted as a fragment of the parhelic 
[or paraselenic] circ T e. (Compare fig. 1, u, u', aiid m.) 

Pseudhalia. a,n{ mock swns. 

seudhe1,ion is :I, 1vhit.e ininge of t,he sun sym- 
metrica The Q ly locnted wit.h reference to t,he luniinary m d  t41w 
plane of t,he horizon. The pheiioiuenon is visible only 
to an observer in a balloon or on a mountnin. Bott- 
linger (8) has seen it surrounded by a sniall ellipticad 

h%iher mock am, to which the term should be re- 
stricted, appear toward sunset or sunrise in contact) 
with the true sun and located 111 it.s vertical. This nhe- 

HALOS OF ABNORMAL RADIUS. 

On various occasions there have been observed cir- 
cular solar or lunar hsloa analogous to those of 83' and 
46' but having a different rn&us. In the nia'ority of 

of the nbiiorinal halo; i t  has been estimated in terms of 
the ordinary halo thttt is nlniost always simultaneously 
visil:le. Uilder such circumstances the error imy easily 
nniount to  5 ' ;  besides, it is often impossible to decide 
in the cnse of two observations of this kind, whether the 
o!iserv;itions refer to the same halo or to two halos of 

cases there has been no direct ineasurenient of t h e radius 

I I S I 

e 

FIG.. 19-Extraordinary halos of 1 Y . P  p'), of 17.5' (a"), and of 7.5' (a"'). together 
with the ordinary 22"-halo (a). Hisslnk has obserped a' nnd a" occurring simul- 
taneously. 

actuell une unl radii. Precise nieasurements are espe- 
cially &siral!e here. 

A halo of 4'-6O radius WBB seen b Hall in 1796 (9). 
A halo of 7'4' radius was Been <y Arctomski (10) in 1898 and by 

Hissink (11 j in lS99. 
A halo of 9'-10" mlius wits seen by Van Buijsen (12) in 1893 and 

a.ftcmarda by Hissink (13) and Russell (14). 
A halo of measured rsclius 14' was seen by Heiden in 1839 and a 

halo of nicasurecl radius 16' by the same at the same time. 
A halo of about 17' was seen by Besson and Dutheil (15) in 1900. 
A halo of niezsured radius 17" 55' \!-as seen by Hissink (16) in 1899 

mcl 190.5, and aftenvards by KrEmar (17). 
A hdrJ of measurecl radius 19' 25' WM seen by Burey in 1831, and 

afterwards nn three occasions by Hissink (18). 
The two Iialos Inst, ~nentionecl were certainly different circlee, as they 

have been d,seiwd simultaneously by Hisaink (see fig. 19). 
A ha10 of 26"-29" was seen by Sclieiner in 1629, and afterwards by 

Greshow anel by Whiston. 
A halo of 3-1"-3S0 ivm seen by Feuillbe, by Parry, and by the mem- 

bers of the C!harcot, expeclitiun in 190-1 (19!. 
A halo of about 90" was Been by Hevelius in 1661, afterwards b 

Erninn. Sabine, and others. In contrast to the preceding halos whicx 
are cnli.lred like t.he 33' halo, the halo of Hevelius has always a eared 
ns :L white circle. The exact. determination of its radius nroufzbe of 
rperial interest.. nomenon is usually accompanied hy a light illur aa~id 

has not yet been satisfactorily explained. tipplying the name " white rainbow" to a phenomenon 
very probably is genetically related to the ha T os, but. it  We would add thitt sometimes confusion has arisen by 
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almost identical in m itude and appearance but uite 

true rainbow which forms the true white rainbow: This 
f&e white rainhow is still of problematic character, but it 
should be due to ice c tala, as are the halos. It would 

meren t  in its nature Y rom the degenerating form o 9 the 

seem to be ti halo of a $" out 140' radius. 

EXTBAOBDINARY UPPER AND LOWER TANQENT ARCS 
OF THE 22'-HALO. 

In$m.i!ateral and &updteral arc8 of the 2Bo-W. 

Eni matical arcs that touch the upper or the lower 

infralateral arcs, respectively, of the 22O-halo. The dextral 
supralateral arc was first observed by Az. de Ruijter (21) 
in 1898. Manois (22) observed the two infralateral arcs 
in 1901. In 1904 the de-utral supralateral (") and 

side o 4 the 22' halo are called the supralateral or the 

infralitteral ( i )  arcs as shown in k u r e  21 were o c erved " 
in Holland (i3). 
In the existin state of our knowledge of ice crystals 

it is very difEcu f t to explain these arcs. In exceptional cases there mRy be arcs other than the 
ordinary tangent arcs, touchi1:g the halo of 22' either a t  

OBLIQUE PARHELIO CURVES. 

There have been several observations of bands of 
white light passing through the luminary in the manner 

2' \ I 
Fm. aO.-Halo observed b Rear Admiral A. v m  Kalmar, at Pol8 on March 26 1896, 

embreclng Halo of 22. &) circumscribed halo of 2 2 O  (c-d) orddary parhelia (e, e') 
extraard&y tangent arcs' of the halo of 22' (k, k'J, mfraiatepl tangent m s  (i, i$ 

fragments of the 4Bo-halo (b, b), the parhelic clrcle (m). the oblique 
=%%%elion (r, 1'). 8, the sun; Z, the Eenitb. 

its summit or its base. Such are the arcs shown at  
k' and k of figure 20, which were observed by Vice 
Admiral Kalmar (20). Two kinds of such arcs have 
been observed, viz: 

1. Ares parallel to the horizon.-The arcs parallel to 
the horizon are, accordin to Bravais, "secondary" 

parhelion situated a t  the point of tangency with the halo, 
and which plays the art of the luminous source. 

posed a theory of the arca not parallel to the honzon 
that does not accord well with the observations. Exact 
determinations of their curvature are needed. 

parhelic circles engendered % y the very brilliant vertical 

2. Arc8 not p a d e  e to the horizon.-Bravais has pro- 

FIG. 2l.-Halo of 2 2 O  (a) wlth 3 dextral Infralaten 
8#tbSun. 

(1) and supralateral (J') arcs 

of the parhelic circle, but departing noticeably from a 
horizontal position. The theory of these obligue parhelic 
curves is very uncertain. In  1904 alellema (24) saw 
two parhelia on a curve of this class. 

EXTRAORDINARY CECUMZENITHAL -US. 

Horizontal or approximately horizontal arcs appearin 

lower tangent arcs of the 22'- and 4So-hdos, are called 
cxtraordinuy circumzenathal arcs. They have been ob- 
served particularly at  about 18', 26', 33', and 54O above 
the luminar . 
Bravais, who finds that their horizontality is never other 

above or below the sun, but differing from the upper an f 

A genera f theory of these arcs has been outlined by 
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January ...._.. 0.22 June .._....__.. 0.39 
February ...___ 0.30 July ______.____. 0.29 
March _..___.... 0.36 
April .._.__.___ 0.48 September _.___ 0.30 
May ...._..__._. 0.43 October __.___. 0.89 

August ._______ 0.25 

than an ap roximate one. He doea not explain the 

numerous occasions. 
horizontal d osed circles that have been observed on 

November .....__ 0.26 
December _.____. 0.n 

Year _..___ 0.32 
- 

BEOONDARY HALO PHENOMENA. 

It is a recognized fact that if a arhelion or any other 
luminous focus is sufficiently b d a n t  it may ((second- 
arily” engender halo henomena such as parhelia, n 28’- 

seems to be the origin of certain extraordinary tangent 
arcs. Pernter (25) observed a circle of 22’ and two par- 
helia that were evidently secondary phenomena nbou t 
an ordinary lower tangent arc of the 22’-halo which 
appeared as a luminous oval of the form shown in 

halo, a parhelic circe. F As we have seen (p. 444) this 

figure 4. 
SINGULAR PHENOMENA. 

In  closing I would direct attention to some phenomena 
that have been seen but once, and in every way deserve 
the designation einphr: 

1. A m l l  elli tieal helio-mtnc halo: ita major axis placed vertically 
and 21° in le#, ita minor axis bei 15O long. It was observed aud 
meaaured by iseink (26) in 1901. 3 somewhat analogous phenome- 
non is shown on a sketch by Wagner dated 1733. 

2. An elli tical selolo-centric lunar halo tangent to the 22O-halo at 
either end ofthe horizontal major axis, and having a minor axis of 20° 
or 22O.  It WBB observed in 1904 by the Charcot expedition (27). 

3. !Rue white a m  seen in 1898 by Arctowski (28) mmultaneoualy with 
a (fahe?) white rainbow, placed at 90° on either side of and at the aame 
altitude a~ the rainbow. 

4. An arc obliqwlyinteraecbing lire upper bft-hand part of i 9 ~  82O-halo. 
Thir arc was observed by Barrett (29) in 1905. 

5. Colored pcrrlulia Been by Aveline in 1798, located on the parhelic 
circle about 4 4 O j k w n  the aun and with their more brilliant portione 
turned awcrgrfmm the luminary. 

PBAO!l‘IOAL DIBEOTIONS FOR OBSERVING HALOS. 

Record the mccessive phases of the phenomenon, statin 

the corresponding variations in the appearance of the 

State the time w e d ,  whether mean local or the mean 
time of some definite meridian. 

When the visible curves or luminous spots are recog- 
nized designate them hy their proper names; record them 
peculiarities and endeavor to carry out the checks or 
measurements which are given above a9 desirable. 

If an unknown phenomenon appears, first exaniine its 
form, its position with reference to the s u n  and to the 
other lummous henomena, its colors and their arrange- 

If paper and pencil are at hand, a t  once make a sketch 
of the phenomenm. Later carry out an ular measure 

be recommended, but should never be substituted for 
the observations according to the directions ‘ust given. 

Nmer c m h e  in one drawing phenomena o L served at  
Werent times. 

The method of projection exemplified in figures 18 and 
30 is a convement one for representing ap earance of a 

gut the form and proportions of the curves are neces- 
sarily altered. The interestin portions of the phenome- 

AnguZtzr measurements.-An 1ar measurements may 
refer to three elemaits-a3titu !Y e above the horizon, the 
azimuth, and the mutual distance of two phenomena or 
of the luminary and the phenomenon. 

the exact time of occurrence of each phase together wi t% 

Sky- 

ment, and recor a the exact time of the observation. 

ments If possible. The use of photograp %; y is always to 

henomenon that occupies a large portion o F the heavens, 

non should be drawn separate 9 y and true to nature. 

A theodolite gives both altitude and azimuth at one 
setting. 

Altitude alone may be determined by a clinometer or 
by a mercury level convenient1 graduated (30). 

and a plumb line, provided the altitude of the point 
measured does not exceed 30°. 

The radius of a halo or the solar distance of a notable 
luminous oint may be readily measured with sufficient 

The lenses of the telescope on the sKxtant or the theod- 
olite should be removed for this work, as the phenomena 
can not be perceived through them. 

When tlic colors are difluse one will be able to sight 
only 011 the center of the phenomenon. But it is desna- 
ble that one should point on a definite color so far as this 

ossible, or better et sight in succession on 

Record f i e  eruct time of each angular measurement. 
If one has this esact tinie of the measurement, the 
corresponding nieasurements of solar altitude and 
aziniuth ma be omitted because they can be calculated 
at  leisure. %evertheless it is always well to make one 
or two settings on the luminary for purposes of control. 

Is there m instrument at hand, the osition in the sky 
of a point on the halo may be niarkei by bringing it in 
line with some known fixed object, such as the oint of 

etc. Or the aziinuth of the luminous oint with reference 

aid of an im rovised plumb line. I n  this connection the 
observer mil P carefully mark his own position at the time 
of observation in order that he can accurately replace 
himself there when returning with a measuring mstru- 
ment. 

In  describing a henomenon it is necessary to carefully 

on arcs of great circles. 

Azimuth may be determine B by the aid of a compass 

exactness g y the aid of a sestant or reflecting circle. 

may several be co P ors, e. g., on the rei, the green, and theviolet. 

a lightning rod, the corner of a roof, the apex o P a tree, 

to distant terrestrial objects may be B eterniined with the 

specify whether t K e recorded intervals are in azimuth or 
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HALOB AND T m I R  RELATION TO THE WEATHER. 

By AWDREW H. PALMER, Assistant Observer. 

[Dated Weather Bureau, San Francisco, Cal., July 15, 1914.1 

When rays of light from the sun or the moon pass through 
a cloud sheet, various subjective phenomena are caused 
b the moisture particles which make up the cloud mass. 
$hen the sun is observed through haze or attenuated 
fo it appears as a disk with sharply defined ed es. 

or intermediate level, the sun's disk, when visible, is 
irregularly defined, is sometimes too bright to be observod 
directly with the naked e e, and is frequently surrounded 
b concentric rings of li it called coronas. 

lo to 5 O  in radius, and show the various colors of the 
spectrum, always with tho red on the outside. The are 

roduced through diffraction and interference o P  the 
Eght rays by the water spherules and ice crystals encoun- 
tered. Because of the brightness of the sun many solar 
coronas pass unobserved, as they usually may be seen 
only by reflected light. Incom lete coronal arcs are often 
seen in the thin margins of % roken clouds like strato- 
cumulus and alto-cumulus. Wit8h the highest clouc! 
sheet the cirro-stratus, refraction and reflection of the 
rays Ly the ice crystals produce rings in which the colors, 
when visible, are always arranged with the red on the 
inside. These are halos proper or greater halos, and may 
be defined as somewhat complicated arrangements of 
arm and circles of light surrounding the sun or the moon, 
accompanied by others tangent to or intersecting them, 
with spotg of special brightness called parhelia a 
a t  the points of tangency and intersection. pzkf 
are most often observed about sunrise or sunset, fre- 
quently when the intersecting arcs are themselves in- 
visible, except at the points where the two causes com- 
bine to reflect a double portion of the sun's rays. I n  the 
order of their frequency, halos average about 2 5 O ,  46', 
or 90' in radius, but on rare occasions various other sizes 
have been observed. In the following discussion halos 
proper are alone considered. 

d e n  a moderately dense cloud sheet occurs at a f ow 

w 1 ich vary in number d rom time to time, 

There is a ver intimate relation between halos end 

this kind of cloud is penetrated by the rays of the sun or 
the moon. Based upon the obsbrvations made at Blue 
Hill Observatory during 1891)-97, the mean height of 
cirro-stratus clouds is 10,09!) meters during April to 
September, inclusive, and is 8,S93 meters during October 
to March, inclusive (1). The mean for the year is 9,496 
meters, an average higher than that of any other form of 
cloud. The masimum height a t  which they have been 
observed is 13,601 meters, while an instance of cirro- 
stratus cloud a t  4,036 meters is also on record. However, 
i t  is sufficient to sap that they are high clouds, so high in 

cirro-stratus clou i s, a halo usually being formed whenever 

H I I 
Ti- e?. 62' sr .IS' . 47- w l  

Ro. 1.-Cloud regions and cloud classes about a typieal Northern Hemisphere cyclone 
central over Blue Ill11 Observatory. (Intarnatlonsl cloud notauon.) 

fact that the water particles makin 
known alwa s to be in the form of 

of halo formation here, i t  shou d be 
and the arrangement of these ice spicules or needles are 
important considerations in the refraction and the re- 
flection of the light rays (2). The size of the halo,whether 
it be approximately a t  2 3 O ,  4 6 O ,  90°, or one of the rarer 
types, IS determined b the amount of reflection and re- 

dependent upon the density, the thickness, and the height 
of the cirro-stratus sheet. While most halos are ap- 
roximately circular, a few are elliptical, the latter form 

geing explained sometimes by inegualities in distance 
between the observer and the moisture articles, and 

conditions of temperature, and hence of density in the 
lower atmosphere. "he llght of some arcs is 
while t,hat of others is not (3). From a study of alos ob- 
served in Russia, Dr. Ernst Leyst concluded that there 
was no relation between halos and suns ots (4). 

suinmit of a hi h hill 10 miles south of Boston, Mass., 

miscellaneous phenomena. The kind of halo, whether 
solar or lunar, and the duration of its esistence, is re- 

s ice. Thoug z i t  is unnecessar to 

fraction suffered by t 91 e rays, and is therefore closely 

sometimes by the distortion resulting from R eterogeneous 

Pariaed 
At Blue Hill Observatory, which is 7 ocated upon the 

record is kept o K the occurrence of halos among the other 


